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RELEASE DATE
11TH JUNE 2012

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EDN1033
Barcode: 5065001530289
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
CHRIS MONTAGUE guitars, loops
KIT DOWNES organ, fender rhodes & piano
JOSHUA BLACKMORE drums

Moxxy

Troyka

In 2009, London based trio, TROYKA, featuring Chris Montague (guitars), Kit Downes (organ) and Joshua Blackmore
(drums) released one of the most revered and highly acclaimed albums of the year, pushing them to the forefront of the
British Jazz Scene. With performances throughout the UK including some of the most prestigious festivals (London,
Glasgow and Cheltenham), TROYKA emerged as the band everyone was talking about. Just about. Just over two years
down the line, TROYKA have recorded ‘Moxxy’, a sensational second album, and one that will send shockwaves
throughout the European Jazz scene. 

‘Moxxy’ is dynamic, bold and demands your attention from start to finish with a maturity attached usually only evident in
fourth or fifth albums. Fuelled by textural guitar loops, angular riffs and displaced drum grooves, TROYKA have distilled
their unique genre bending live act into a compelling listening experience. Perhaps it’s the trio’s trademark bite combined
with an evocative lyricism that is most distinctive in their collective approach on this album. This music is utterly
absorbing, shocking and charismatic. 

Since their remarkable debut, TROYKA have developed a large and prolific fanbase. In May 2011, highly impressed with
their approach to music making, the legendary composer Django Bates wrote a set of music around the trio which was
commissioned by Cheltenham Jazz Festivals and broadcast on Radio 3. In early 2012 Troyka also expanded to form
Troyk-estra, a collaboration with the Royal Academy of Music big band which performed at the Jazzwise 15th
anniversary festival at Ronnie Scotts in March. 

However, it’s as a trio where this music really ignites. With ‘Moxxy’ TROYKA are incendiary. Sit back, turn it up and
listen. This will blow your mind!

TROYKA WILL TOUR THE UK THROUGHOUT MAY AND JUNE

The band has the front cover of JAZZWISE (June issue)



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ621911
Barcode: 3298496219113
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Mina Agossi - vocals
Eric Jacot - bass guitar
Ichiro Onoe - drums
Stéphane Guéry - custom 77 guitar
Phil Reptil - guitars
Sue Richardson - trumpet
Special guest
Archie Shepp - vocals, tenor sax, piano

Red Eyes

Mina Agossi

Two years after Just Like A Lady, her first album for naïve, Mina Agossi once again proves that she’s a different singer -
Red Eyes, her new album featuring Archie Shepp and two guitarists, expresses her love for Blues, Soul and Jazz, off the
beaten tracks.

Once again, she mixes all her influences and all kinds music, bringing new songs of her own and covers of Jimi Hendrix
("Red House" with Archie Shepp – one of the Jazz Legends — on tenor), Billy Idol… On "The stars are in your eyes", a
composition by Archie Shepp written for Sarah Vaughan, she duets with Archie on an almost irresistible and very soft
mood.

1. Eyes without a face (William M.A. Broad, Steve Stevens)
2. The Crying Girl (Mina Agossi)
3. The Stars are in your eyes (Archie Shepp)
4. Sleep Babe Blues (Mina Agossi)
5. Why did you do it? (Gregory Graham Patrick)
6. As If (Mina Agossi)
7. Red House (Jimi Hendrix)
8. Let it rain (Bobby Few)
9. Oh you! (Mina Agossi)
10. Red Eyes (Mina Agossi)



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ622011
Barcode: 3298496220119
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

A Different Porgy & Another Bess

David Linx & Maria Joao
Brussels Jazz Orchestra

David Linx & Maria Joao, voted best Jazz Vocal Artists at the latest French “Victoires de la Musique Jazz”, are now
offering a new version of Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess called A Different Porgy & Another Bess. Brilliantly recorded with
the famous Brussels Jazz Orchestra, this new version of Gershwin’s masterpiece, full of joy and good swing, is perfect
for classical and jazz fans. The Brussels Jazz Orchestra is now renowned worldwide, as they are the performers on most
tracks of 5-Oscar-winning picture The Artist.

A Different Porgy & Another Bess instead has given the initial composite work a new framework which focuses on
people’s quintessential humanity - their complexity, plural and ever-changing. In a different order the songs coalesce into
a dramatic art form beautifully reminiscent of the original music. This is enhanced by Linx and Joao’s luminous
interpretation which transcends history without erasing it.

Track listing:
1. A Red - Headed woman
2. A Woman is a Sometime Thing
3. I Love You, Porgy
4. Buzzard Song
5. My Man is gone now
6. Oh Lord, I’m on my way
7. Clara, Clara, don't you be downhearted
8. Bess you are my woman now
9. Oh, Doctor Jesus
10. I’ve got plenty of nothing
11. Summertime



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742190/92
Barcode: 3149024219023
Price: Mid x 3
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: digipack

The Complete ABC Recordings 1959-1961

Ray Charles

Presented for the first time as a single release, this is the complete collection of Ray Charles' recordings for
ABC-Paramount and Impulse up until the end of 1961. These were his best years, during which Charles produced the
unmissable songs "Hit the Road, Jack", "Georgia on My Mind" and "Unchain My Heart". All three CDs have been
remastered with the utmost care. The 40 page booklet includes rare contemporary documents, a text in English and
French and a detailed discography.

56 tracks - includes the albums Genius Hits the Road, Dedicated to You, Genius + Soul = Jazz, Ray Charles & Betty
Carter, Greatest Hits.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7236
Barcode: 632375723620
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Tom Harrell - trumpet, flugelhorn
Wayne Escoffery - tenor saxophone
Danny Grissett - piano, fender rhodes
Ugonna Okegwo - bass
Johnathan Blake - drums

Number Five

Tom Harrell

Harrell's fifth album, with his working unit of over six years, featuring Wayne Escoffery, Danny Grissett, Ugonna Okegwo,
and Johnathan Blake. "This album will differ from the other Highnote releases with my quintet, in that we play in different
configurations - a capella trumpet, trumpet/drum duo, trumpet/sax/bass trio, etc. We also play some pieces by other
composers, which is something I have not done on my own albums for a long time." says Harrell.

Tom Harrell is one of the world's most respected jazz trumpeters and composers.  His original works achieve that rare
balance between intricacy and musicality, being at once intellectually engaging and emotionally satisfying.  Tom’s
trumpet and flugelhorn playing could be called an art that conceals art; marked with a shrewd lyricism and sensitive tone
that argues against technique for technique's sake, high note grandstanding or oblique reference.  In realizing this
musical vision, Harrell has surrounded himself with like minded players and it is this, his ‘working band,’ that has
appeared unchanged on all five of his HighNote recordings.  The result is a comfort level that approaches musical
symbiosis which is rare in jazz today and a recording which is much more than another entry in an already impressive
discography, but an event.

Also Available by Tom Harrell's quintet:
HCD7222 The Time of the Sun
HCD7207 Roman Nights
HCD7192 Prana Dance
HCD7171 Light On

Review of The Time of the Sun 
"Start to finish, this is some of Harrell’s most elegant and addictively moving work." FOUR STARS, Down Beat



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7238
Barcode: 632375723828
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

This Time The Dream's On Me

Larry Willis

The art of solo jazz piano has a long and illustrious history which actually predates the art form we have come to call
‘jazz.’ From the earliest ragtime solos of Scott Joplin through to the avant garde jazz ruminations on classical themes of
Uri Caine, the list is as extensive as it is star-studded.  Larry Willis sits down in the famed Fazioli piano showroom in Italy
for his latest HighNote recording which highlights his inexhaustible imagination, the stunning sound of the Fazioli piano
and songwriting abilities of the composers represented here.  Whether it be Kurt Weill’s hauntingly beautiful “My Ship,”
the pop-tinged “True Love,” by Cole Porter or his own compositions, Larry Willis displays the intense creativity and
impeccable taste which made him the preferred pianist of greats such as Jackie McLean, Nat Adderley, Paul Murphy,
Carmen McRae, Lee Morgan, Woody Shaw and others.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SSC1300
Barcode: 016728130028
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Joel Harrison - guitar
Donny McCaslin - tenor saxophone
Gary Versace - piano, Hammond B-3
Christian Howes - violin
Dana Leong - cello
Stephan Crump - acoustic bass
Clarence Penn - drums

Search

Joel Harrison 7

Challenges are met in many different circumstances throughout life. There are challenges that we choose and those that
we must face. Guitarist/composer Joel Harrison examines both on his new CD Search.  On this project, Harrison chose
to broaden his compositional scope to include a more classical influence, most notably by scoring strings into his
arrangements. The all-star ensemble performs a moving program of original compositions along with a couple of
remarkable arrangements of Olivier Messaien and The Allman Brothers Band. 

"This project began with my desire to bring influences from classical music into my jazz writing in a more overt way. I
wanted to challenge myself compositionally and try to use extended forms and some new techniques (for me) without
sacrificing spontaneity, a tricky balance. As in my cd The Wheel there is a certain focus on strings. If nothing else the
inspiration from classical composers helps me avoid habitual behavior. In the end, though, once the writing starts, the
music demands its own design and any issues of style or tradition fall away."
- Joel Harrison 

"A gripping musical journey." FOUR STARS, JAZZWISE



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz/Contemporary
Catalogue No: SSC1304
Barcode: 016728130424
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Johnathan Blake - drums
Jaleel Shaw - alto saxophone
Mark Turner - tenor saxophone
Kevin Hays - piano, Fender Rhodes
Ben Street - acoustic bass
Tom Harrell - trumpet, flugelhorn
Gregoire Maret - harmonica
Robert Glasper - Fender Rhodes, piano
Tim Warfield - tenor saxophone

The Eleventh Hour

Johnathan Blake

Good things come to those who wait. Those waiting for the debut recording of drummer/composer Johnathan Blake, an
important part of the New York jazz community as an adept accompanist and collaborator, should be completely satisfied
with his new CD The Eleventh Hour. The program of forward leaning originals and two fantastic covers was performed by
an impressive cast, including keyboardist Kevin Hayes, bassist Ben Street, saxophonists Jaleel Shaw, Tim Warfield and
Mark Turner, along with special guests trumpeter Tom Harrell, harmonica player Grégoire Maret and
pianist Robert Glasper.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz/Contemporary
Catalogue No: SSC1309
Barcode: 016728130929
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Scott DuBois - guitar
Gebhard Ullmann - tenor saxophone, bass
clarinet
Thomas Morgan - acoustic bass
Kresten Osgood - drums

Landscape Scripture

Scott DuBois

Guitarist Scott DuBois has made a concerted effort to create a focused ensemble with a sound custom fit for his emotive
compositional voice. He has found the perfect foils in reed player Gebhard Ullmann, bassist Thomas Morgan and
drummer Kresten Osgood.

These masterful musicians are featured on his new Sunnyside CD Landscape Scripture , which also includes a suite
inspired by the legendary painter Claude Monet’s series of haystack paintings. The impressive program is usually
brazen, occasionally discreet but always openhearted. 

“Landscape Scripture is a brilliant work of art that touches the soul.”
- Jazz Times, Steve Greenlee, May 2012

“Capturing subtleties in lighting, temperature and texture, DuBois’ aural interpretations of Monet’s varied canvases
convey the rising potential of spring, the celebratory warmth of summer, the wistful melancholy of autumn and the
meditative calm of winter, in all their multihued glory…a brilliant transposition of another artist’s visualizations into pure
sound.”
- All About Jazz, Troy Collins, March 2012 



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: JellyMould
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: JM-JJ007
Barcode: 0724120021669
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Hannes Riepler - guitar
Kit Downes - piano
Tom Challenger - tenor sax
Ryan Trebilcock - bass
Jon Scott - drums

The Brave

Hannes Riepler

HANNES RIEPLER - London based Austrian guitarist releases his debut album The Brave with his quintet on young
British label Jellymould. After growing up in Austria then spending time in Amsterdam, Hannes has now settled in London
and has made his debut album with the cream of the UK jazz scene.

Since moving to London Hannes has intensivly worked with Drummer Jon Scott (Kairos, Paragon) and tenor saxophonist
Tom Challenger (Outhouse, Ma, Red Snapper) on his original tunes. Together with Ryan Trebilcock on bass and Kit
Downes on piano, the Quintet can be heard on this debut album. Riepler entered the London Jazz scene in Autumn
2006, whence he became one of the most in demand guitarists around. As a sideman Riepler can be heard with Ryan
Trebilcock’s Holler, the Alam Nathoo Quintet, the Biddle Bros (George Crowley, Kit Downes, Josh Morrison, Hannes
Riepler) Esben Tjalve’s Red Kite, the Mishka Adams Band (CANDID Records), the Andre Canniere Group, and Huw
White’s Neon Bedroom. He’s also running the highly acclaimed jazz session at Charlie Wright’s International Bar.

His music "stylishly combines the immediacy of New York’s propulsive Downtown style with classical and folk textures.”
(London Jazz Festival).

Press/PR by Riot Squad Publicity

ALBUM LAUNCH - The Forge, London, 22 June



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9670-2
Barcode: 614427967022
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Matthias Schriefl / trumpet, flugelhorn,
euphonium, sousaphone, alphorn, vocals
Johannes Bär / tubas, bass-flugelhorn,
flugelhorn, alphorn
Peter Heidl / flute, tenor sax, piccolo, clarinet
Florian Trübsbach / alto sax, oboe, piccolo,
schwegel, clarinet
Heiko Bidmon / clarinet, bass-clarinet, flutes,
tenor sax, baritone sax
Gregor Bürger / bassoon, baritone sax, clarinet
(on 2-4, 6, 10-14)
+ guests

Six, Alps & Jazz

Matthias Schriefl

The trumpeter is one of the wildest musical anarchists in Germany but comes from a musical family (his father was a
church musician and his brother Magnus is also an excellent trumpeter) and he hasn’t forgotten his roots that lie in the
folk music of Allgäu. Nonetheless, it took until his latest ACT album “Six, Alps & Jazz” for this tradition to take
centre-stage.

Astonishment might be the initial reaction when you listen to the first tracks of “Six, Alps & Jazz”, released on the Young
German Jazz series; “Der Langenwanger”, a traditional yodel from Steiermark that sounds as if it had its origin in the
mountains, is followed by “S’Deandl vom Wintergrea“, a Zwiefacher (a traditional German folk dance) from the Bavarian
Forest.

In comparison with some lukewarm crossover projects which claim to be Alpine jazz, all this put together results in some
truly innovative and improvised new folk music. The woodland meets urban jungle and domestic music mixes with club
sounds.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9529-2
Barcode: 614427952929
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Gábor Bolla - tenor & soprano saxophone
Robert Lakatos - piano, keyboards
Lajos Sarközi - violin
Heiri Känzig - bass
Jojo Mayer - drums

Find Your Way

Gábor Bolla

Hungarian saxophonist Gábor Bolla, who was born in 1988, has an extraordinary musical background. As a child he was
a virtuoso clarinetist, but didn’t fall into any common categories. “We gypsies play a bit of everything. Just like in jazz, we
improvise a lot, but in a slightly different way,” Bolla says.

A career as a child prodigy followed: at only 15 he reached the semi-finals of the prestigious saxophone competition at
the Montreux Jazz Festival in 2003. Thereafter, all doors stood wide open for him. He was invited to the world-famous
Vienna Art Orchestra as a guest soloist and played with US stars such as Johnny Griffin, David Murray, Kirk Lightsey and
Gregory Hutchinson. In 2004 Bolla was honoured as “Talent of the Year” at the Hans Koller awards, a kind of Austrian
Grammy which is very seldom given to non-Austrians. A year later his quartet received both the jury and the audience
prize at the Avignon Festival. 

Gábor Bolla has had some impressive and defining stages in his life that are brought to bear on his ACT debut “Find
Your Way”. Joining him on the piano is Robert Lakatos, his alter ego and musical soul mate. Bolla got to know the pianist
at a jam session when he was 14.  The quartet is completed by the Swiss jazz stylist Heiri Känzig on bass and by the
world class drummer Jojo Mayer. In addition, the violinist Lajos Sarközi appears as a guest.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7850-2
Barcode: 8052405140562
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Federico Casagrande - electric guitar
Jeff Davis - vibes
Simon Tailleu - bass
Gautier Garrigue - drums

The Ancient Battle of the Invisible

Federico Casagrande

An amazing new work by Federico Casagrande on CAM Jazz. A name already familiar to the Roman label, which had
seen him perform on Fulvio Sigurtà’s last album "House of Cards". This cd, "The Ancient Battle Of The Invisible", is great
proof of maturity on behalf of the musician who for years has been calling France his home.  A work from which emerges
the many intriguing facets of this guitarist. Writing, arranging, sound research, makes him a full 360-degree artist and a
musician who really knows how to think about the performance, and in a way that is both lucid and dreamy.  Dualisms,
that integrate, free improvisations that leave room for pieces written with great depth.

Visual music somehow conceived by thinking about an imaginary world that no longer exists: “This time I somehow
pictured the music in the images of an epic battle: men running to conquer, fighting, helping each other, revealing their
pride and their fears, their force and their weakness, their wisdom and their folly; all this surrounded by the severe beauty
of nature.” explains Casagrande  “I see this as an allegory of the internal battle that man has to face since the ancient
times: the battle between love, hate, desires, thoughts, passions...  All these invisible forces drive our actions, our lives.”  
 A battle that cannot be fought alone, but instead finds its arrival point thanks to fellow soldiers Jeff Davis, Simon Tailleu
and Gautier Garrigue.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7851-2
Barcode: 8052405140586
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Fulvio Sigurta - trumpet, flugelhorn
Claudio Filippini - piano, celeste

Through the Journey

Fulvio Sigurta & Claudio Filippini

Two of the most distinctive talents of this new generation get together in the recording studio to give life to what will no
doubt be considered one of the best productions of the year. A very fascinating combination intuitively born from
CAMJazz and its producer, Ermanno Basso, who had already worked with both musicians with great result, and
therefore knew them well. Recorded in the prestigious Bauer Studios in Ludwigsburg (Germany), “Through The Journey”
is an album that is atypical, lyrical and enchanting. A meeting of two musicians who seem to have known each other
forever: their instruments speak and listen to one another, completely improvising and giving life to moments that don’t
seem created impromptu, but instead note after note they are structured and take on shapes that are defined and
flowing. With this album the two musicians seem to say “less is more”, searching for the perfect sound, and emphasizing
the silence without seeking unnecessary sensationalism or music exercises that show off both of their techniques,
qualities that they’ve been able make recognizable for a long time now, despite their ages.

It is certainly no coincidence that they are, besides being known leaders, also among the most sought-after sidemen
around. Qualities that have earned them awards from both audiences and critics alike. Just this year the two swept up
votes at the annual referendum organized by the Italian magazine Musica Jazz, winning First (Sigurtà) and Third
(Filippini) places respectively in the category of Best New Talent.

Review of Sigurta's "House of Cards" CD:
"...an intriguing insight into a tradition-bending trans-European jazz scene shared by a new generation." The Guardian



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz/Free Jazz -
Avant garde
Catalogue No: EM5024
Barcode: 5030243502424
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
JOHN BUTCHER tenor & soprano saxophones
MARK SANDERS percussion

Daylight

John Butcher & Mark Sanders

Following on from their highly acclaimed appearance on the TREADER DUOS CD, here is a whole CD devoted to the
highly compatible and innovative duo of saxophonist John Butcher and percussionist Mark Sanders.  Their varied
improvisations are heard at two afternoon concerts – one at the 2010 Freedom of the City festival in London, the other
nearly a year later at Southampton University.  55 minutes.

1 - ROPELIGHT - 30:07
2 - FLICKER - 5:57
3 - GLOWSTICK - 18:45



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz/Free Jazz -
Avant garde
Catalogue No: EM5025
Barcode: 5030243502523
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
VERYAN WESTON piano
INGRID LAUBROCK soprano & tenor
saxophones
HANNAH MARSHALL cello

Haste

Veryan Weston / Ingrid Laubrock / Hannah Marshall

Haste is a improvising trio that has been in existence for a few years.  This Barcelona concert shows how well they
create together.  Pianist Veryan Weston has been a leading member of the London improvisation scene for decades with
numerous releases on Emanem and elsewhere.  Cellist Hannah Marshall is a newer arrival who is already much in
demand.  Both have also been involved in pre-composed music.  Saxophonist Ingrid Laubrock has been a part of the
London jazz scene since she arrived here around 20 years ago, but has been moving in somewhat freer circles since her
recent move to New York City.  Together they improvise chamber music of the highest order.  56 minutes.

1 - SLEEPING DOWN HILL - 27:11
2 - LEANING UP - 23:16
3 - COURTESY OF NONE - 5:44



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Enja/MW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ95782
Barcode: 063757957829
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Livio Minafra - piano, keyboard
Gaetano Partipilo - saxophones
Domenico Caliri - electric guitar
Maurizio Lampugnani - percussion,
glockenspiel, voice

Surprise!!!

Livio Minafra 4tet

This album won the Italian pianist the accolade of Best CD of the Year in 2011 as bestowed by Musica Jazz magazine.
Which follows nicely on from his Best New Talent award in 2008 for his previous Enja album La Fiamma e il Cristallo. But
of course as son of Pino Minafra, the trumpeter and leader of the famed Italian Instabile Orchestra (and with 65 albums
to his name), you could say the music runs in the blood.

The music ranges far with Eastern, Caribbean, Oriental and Latin flourishes. Plentiful surprises indeed.

"A pan-global treat with real bite" Jazzwise



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SunnySky728
Barcode: 640041072828
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sunna Gunnlaugs, piano
Thorgrimur Jonsson, bass
Scott McLemore, drums

Long Pair Bond

Sunna Gunnlaugs

“Long Pair Bond” the new trio album by Icelandic pianist Sunna Gunnlaugs, marks her move home after spending over a
decade in Brooklyn playing mostly in quartets with saxophonists like Tony Malaby, Loren Stillman or Ohad Talmor. Here
her disposition is clearly more Scandinavian. With the trio format comes more space and there is an overall serenity to
the album which, like her homeland, is disturbed from time to time by unbridled energy bubbling up
under the surface.

Born in Iceland 1970 and an ex patriot of Brooklyn, Sunna Gunnlaugs who is equally influenced by such American
pianists as Bill Evans and Keith Jarrett, and Scandinavians like Bobo Stenson and Jon Balke, has found a way to make
music to which people on both sides of the Atlantic can relate. She has previously released 6 CDs and has toured
extensively throughout the  US, Canada, Europe and Japan.

The album is released on the Sunny Sky label via Edition Records.

“... Sunna Gunnlaugs’ Trio whose cool atmospherics and meditative quality draws on Icelandic folk melodies and
brooding soundscapes, yet internally has an unhurried Bill Evans-like swing and an appetite to explore the inner soul.” 
- Jon Newey, Jazzwise, UK

“Wow, wow, WOW! So damn pretty. This song [Long Pair Bond] has the restrained ambiance of a typical ECM-label
piano trio, but with the buoyant soulfulness that makes Keith Jarrett’s 70’s American Quartet such a joy to listen to.
Highly recommended.” 
- All About Jazz



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: American Jazz Classics
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AJC99057
Barcode: 8436542011341
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
JOHNNY HODGES, alto sax
BEN WEBSTER, tenor sax
ROY ELDRIDGE & RAY NANCE, trumpet
LAWRENCE BROWN, trombone
JIMMY HAMILTON, clarinet
BILLY STRAYHORN, piano
JIMMY WOODE, bass
SAM WOODYARD, drums
New York, September 10, 1958.

Not So Dukish
+ 7 bonus tracks
Johnny Hodges

Johnny Hodges’ complete original LP Not So Dukish (Verve MGV 8355) with the great alto saxophonist backed by an
all-star group featuring Ben Webster, Roy Eldridge, Ray Nance, Lawrence Brown, and Jimmy Hamilton, plus an
Ellingtonian rhythm section formed by Billy Strayhorn on piano, Jimmy Woode on bass, and Sam Woodyard on drums.

To the original eight tracks of the original LP, the label has added another complete session (that first appeared on a
compilation LP), which also features Hodges with Ben Webster, as well as two beautiful
Hodges quartet sides from the same period. Includes 12-page booklet.

01. M.H.R. 5:59
02. BROADWAY BABE 2:44
03. THREE AND SIX 2:22
04. NOT SO DUKISH 7:53
05. CENTRAL PARK SWING 3:25
06. PREACHER BLUES 8:24
07. JEEP BOUNCED BACK 3:36
08. THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS 2:55
09. FIRST KLASS [aka C’MON HOME] 4:02*
10. SECOND KLASS 2:43*
11. STRAIGHT BACK 3:16*
12. STEERAGE 7:54*
13. THIRD KLASS 3:33*
14. ONCE IN A WHILE 3:45*
15. BLUES SERENADE 2:57*
TT: 65:33



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: American Jazz Classics
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AJC99058
Barcode: 8436542011358
Price: Upper mid
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
JOHNNY HODGES, alto sax
BEN WEBSTER, tenor sax
ROY ELDRIDGE, trumpet
VIC DICKENSON, trombone
BILLY STRAYHORN, piano
JIMMY WOODE, bass
SAM WOODYARD, drums
New York, April 5, 1958.
Note: Eldridge, Dickenson & Webster out on 1,
3, 6, 8 & 10.

Blues-A-Plenty
+ 7 bonus tracks
Johnny Hodges

Johnny Hodges’ complete original LP Blues-A-Plenty (Verve MGVS 6123). The album showcases the great alto
saxophonist backed by an all-star group featuring Ben Webster, Roy Eldridge, Vic Dickenson, and an Ellingtonian rhythm
section formed by Billy Strayhorn on piano, Jimmy Woode on bass, and Sam Woodyard on drums.

To the original nine tracks of the original LP, the label has added the only two existing alternate takes from the date, as
well as another complete session (which first appeared on a compilation LP), that also presents Hodges with Ben
Webster. Includes 12-page booklet

01. I DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT YOU 3:32
02. COOL YOUR MOTOR 3:38
03. GONE WITH THE WIND 3:20
04. HONEY HILL 4:05
05. BLUES-A-PLENTY 3:24
06. DON’T TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM ME 3:43
07. SATURDAY AFTERNOON BLUES 6:02
08. SATIN DOLL 5:03
09. REELIN’ AND ROCKIN’ 9:38
10. DON’T TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM ME [alternate take] 5:47*
11. REELIN’ AND ROCKIN’ [alternate take] 9:40*
12. MEET THE FROG 3:07**
13. NITE LIFE 5:31**
14. MY MELANCHOLY BABY 2:59**
15. UNTITLED ORIGINAL**
16. FREE FOR ALL 5:54**
TT: 78:13

*FROM THE SAME SESSION BUT NOT INCLUDED ON THE ORIGINAL LP. **BONUS TRACKS



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Enja/MW
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: ENJ95842
Barcode: 063757958420
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
World Music: ANGOLA

Waldemar Bastos - vocals, acoustic guitar 
Derek Nakamoto - piano, B3, synth bass,
rhythm loops 
Mitchell Long - additional acoustic guitars 
Brad Cummings, Reggie Hamilton, Rob Chiarelli
- basses 
Luis Conte - percussion 
Sal Cracchiolo - trumpet (4,7), Ira Nepus -
trombone (4), Bill Brendle - accordion (8) 
London Symphony Orchestra cond. Nick
Ingman (1, 6, 9, 11)

Classics of My Soul

Waldemar Bastos

Waldemar Bastos is nowadays one of the most recognisable artists to come from Angola. Outside of the Lusophone
territories this recognition was in large part due to David Byrne, the ex-"Talking Head" and mastermind of the Luaka Bop
record label, who bought on spec a record of the Angolan singer in a downtown Lisbon shop.  Soon after that Waldemar
would be featured in the album “Afropea – Telling Stories to the Sea”, an anthology of Lusophone artists issued by Luaka
Bop. 

There followed “Pretaluz/Blacklight”, recorded in NYC, produced by Arto Lindsay, and issued by Luaka Bop. The New
York Times described it as “one of the best World music records of the decade”. With this album Waldemar was
discovered by the European audience and media, and won the “Award for the Emerging Artist of the Year (1999)” in the
USA. Another album followed (2004's "Renascence"), as did a MOBO nomination in 2010 for Best African Act.

Never a prolific artist “Classics of my Soul”, his latest production, is just his sixth album in 30 years. Recorded in Los
Angeles and London and produced by Derek Nakamoto it features eleven new tracks of joyful and optimistic music. The
London Symphony Orchestra contributes to four of the tracks.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: World Village
File Under: World music/Europe
Catalogue No: 479067
Barcode: 3149026007222
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
World Music: PORTUGAL

Carla Pires - vocals
Luis Guerrero - Portuguese guitar
António Neto - classical guitar
Vasco Sousa - double bass & acoustic bass
Enzo Daversa - accordion, piano
Ceciliu Isfan - violin, viola
Manu Teixera - percussion

Rota Das Paixões

Carla Pires

With her luminous alto voice like a rainbow over the Portugese river Tejo, Carla Pires modernises with joy secular music:
a previously unpublished repertoire, refined arrangements with majestic strings, but also a piano and an accordion.
Already famous in Portugal for having incarnated the role of Amália Rodrigues in the theatre, she also has the talent to
thrill the crowds. With this first international album she lets us discover a neo-fado which is poetic and full of paradoxes,
in the clair-obscure style.

Carla Pires is one of the finest fado singers of her generation. Her concerts has been very successful due to her beautiful
voice, a program with a careful selection of fados and also because she is backed by a brilliant trio of musicians.

Carla Pires started her singing career in 1993. She recorded several soundtracks for TV shows and has also played roles
as an actress. In 2002 she was invited to participate in the biggest musical ever produced in Portugal "AMALIA", in which
she performed the role of Amalia Rodrigues at a young age. In 2002, Carla Pires recorded 12 hits of Amalia Rodrigues in
the CD "O Fado em Concerto", having been backed by a classical string quartet. In 2005, Carla Pires released "Ilha do
meu fado" for the Portuguese label Ocarina, from whom this new collection of songs is licenced.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Winter&Winter
File Under: World music/Europe
Catalogue No: 910186-2
Barcode: 025091018628
Price: Full x 2
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Raúl Cantizano: hurdy-gurdy, Antonio Montiel:
percussion, Paco Marin: vocals, Sebastián
Cruz: vocals, David Carrasco: vocals, Carmelo
Vides: guitar, Rafael Rodríguez: guitar, Vicente
Gelo: vocals, Tino Van Der Sman: guitar,
Carmen de la Jara: vocals, Juan José Alba:
guitar, Diego Montoya: hand clapping, Pedro de
la Chana: hand clapping

El Triángulo del Flamenco

Various Artists

The audio travelogues from Winter&Winter are like photographs, they capture the crucial moment, and if the records are
exceptionally strong then you can hear the soul of a landscape. 

Already in the 18th century the flamenco triangle is considered as the cradle of flamenco. That alone is a good enough
reason for Mariko Takahashi, the graphic artist Guenter Mattei, the flamenco expert Jerónimo Navarrete and me to travel
to Sevilla, Jerez and Cádiz in order to detect genuine culture and music full of emotion, sensuality and fierceness. For
centuries melodies, chords and rhythms have been passed on from generation to generation. My microphone goes to an
adventure in Andalusia and discovers the folk art of flamenco on streets and places, in small bars and private houses.
The quote from Erich Kaestner "a saphead visits in foreign countries a museum, a wise person visits the tavernas" is our
motto. 

The real flamenco is often not performed on stages of concert halls. For more then 300 years flamenco pulses in the
organism of Andalusia. This music is the voice of Andalusia and the album »El triángulo del flamenco« gives the listener
the possibility to experience very closely the people, the landscape and the culture. 

Stefan Winter
 
 



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Enja/MW
File Under: World music/Asia -
Oceania
Catalogue No: ENJ95412
Barcode: 063757954125
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
World Music / TURKEY

Taner Akyol - baglama, vocal
Antonis Anissegos - piano
David Kuckhermann - percussion

Dance to the Sun

Taner Akyol

Born in Bursa (Turkey) in 1977, Taner Akyol studied baglama, violin and piano from an early age and started working as
a professional baglama player in his teens. He moved to Berlin (Germany) at the age of 19 where he studied composition
and music. He founded the intercultural ensemble Cornucopia and in 2004 became the director of the "ta Musikatelier" in
Berlin.

Taner Akyol was awarded several prizes (MusicaVitale, Hanns Eisler Award) as a baglama soloist and composer of
chamber music. He was the first who brought the baglama to the attention of the European composers and academic
scene. The baglama (also called: saz, tanbur, dombra, setar, dutar) is an oriental long-neck lute that is used in many
musical traditions between the Balkan countries and Central Asia, mainly for accompanying folk songs. Its strings can be
played with the fingertips or with a plectrum.

For this new album, the Taner Akyol Trio make a new wave in contemporary ethno-jazz by playing Anatolian folk tunes in
a jazz format 



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Institut du Monde Arabe
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 321095
Barcode: 3149028014624
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
World Music: MIDDLE EAST

Issa Hassan - buzuq, cümbü, cura, saz, vocals
Elie Maalouf - piano
Emek Evci - double bass
Youssef Hbeisch - cymbals, percussion, claps 
Manuel Delgado - flamenco guitare

So Bouzouk

Issa 

Issa Hassan is a Lebanese buzuq (lute) player whose music remains deeply rooted in his Kurdish Omeri origins, but
whose recent musical creations give a whole new dimension to Kurdish music, when his compositions and arrangements
combine his unique expression with those from other horizons, other musical languages. He has developed these
convergences with several musical genres - from flamenco to jazz - by choosing musicians who are also interested in
developing new musical languages.

Improvisation, which is still a vital part of this musical genre, stimulates their capacity to explore new forms. Their
convergence creates new areas of exploration for musicians and new musical emotions for listeners. In this album, Issa
expresses a personal universe, which reveals his talent, who he is, what he likes, and what he discovers every day.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: RECORDING
ARTS/DUCALE
File Under: Other Genres/French
popular
Catalogue No: RETRO818
Barcode: 076119810182
Price: Budget x 2
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
World Music: FRANCE

Le Disque d'Or

Serge Gainsbourg

The legendary French singer known as much for his dissolute life-style and romantic attachment to Jane Birkin as for his
distinctive voice.  Very much a cult figure still today.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: RECORDING
ARTS/DUCALE
File Under: Other Genres/French
popular
Catalogue No: RETRO819
Barcode: 076119810199
Price: Budget x 2
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
World Music: FRANCE

Le Disque d'Or

Dalida

Dalida was a hugely successful artist in her lifetime, with numerous hits (in numerous languages) all over Europe, North
Africa, the Middle East and beyond. Although born in Egypt to Italian parents it was in France that she established her
recording career in the early 1950s, and by her death in 1987 she had sold in excess of 30 million records. Her tragic end
by suicide has only served to make her a legend for all time and one of the iconic figures of French popular culture. This
compilation contains all her important hits.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Howe Records
File Under: Other Genres/Original
soundtrack
Catalogue No: HWR1008
Barcode: 899158002086
Price: Full
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Cosmopolis

Howard Shore
Metric

The soundtrack for Cosmopolis reunites composer Howard Shore and the band METRIC for another cinematic
collaboration. While writing the score for David Cronenberg's film adaptation of the Don DeLillo novel Cosmopolis, Shore
conceived of a particular live sound to achieve his vision and invited METRIC to perform the score and co-write three
songs. The music was recorded in November 2011 at the band's own Giant Studios in Toronto, produced by Howard
Shore and METRIC guitarist Jimmy Shaw, and mixed by John O'Mahony at Liberty Studios in Toronto and Electric Lady
Studios in NYC. The result is an atmospheric, urban soundscape of analog synths and layered guitars featuring the
hypnotic vocals of METRIC lead singer Emily Haines. The Cosmopolis soundtrack also features "Mecca" by Somali
Singer/Rapper K'NAAN with lyrics by the artist and Don DeLillo.The film stars Robert Pattinson (of Twilight fame), Juliette
Binoche, Samantha Morton and Paul Giamatti.

Cosmopolis is an Official Selection at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival (16-27 May). The film also won the MTV Movie
Brawl 2012 in which over 5 million votes were cast. UK release date has not yet been set.

FILM SYNOPSIS (taken from cosmopolisthefilm.com):
New York City, not-too-distant-future: Eric Packer, a 28 year-old finance golden boy dreaming of living in a civilization
ahead of this one, watches a dark shadow cast over the firmament of the Wall Street galaxy, of which he is the
uncontested king. As he is chauffeured across midtown Manhattan to get a haircut at his father's old barber, his anxious
eyes are glued to the yuan's exchange rate: it is mounting against all expectations, destroying Eric's bet against it. Eric
Packer is losing his empire with every tick of the clock. Meanwhile, an eruption of wild activity unfolds in the city's streets.
Petrified as the threats of the real world infringe upon his cloud of virtual convictions, his paranoia intensifies during the
course of his 24-hour cross-town odyssey. Packer starts to piece together clues that lead him to a most terrifying secret:
his imminent assassination.

Cronenberg revisits subjects that fascinate him: how the organic and the psychological are inextricably intertwined,
society's anxieties and phobias, and letting repressed impulses and paranoia run wild.  COSMOPOLIS is a culmination of
his masterpieces that addresses the alarming global financial crisis of today's world.

The film is released in the UK on Friday 15th June.
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